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Abstract—The Internet of Drones represents an emerging
network architecture for coordinated Unmanned Aerial Vehicles,
adopted for the provisioning of advanced services in Intelligent
Transportation Systems, traffic monitoring, photometry, smart
agriculture, and disaster recovery application domains. During
the flight, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles may frequently exchange
heterogeneous information with the surrounding environment.
But, given the number of issues arising from the expected mobile
scenario, Internet of Drones requires a suitable communication
platform that goes beyond the conventional host-centric approach
characterizing the current Internet. To solve this problem, the
scientific literature recently investigated the possibility to apply
the Information-Centric Networking paradigm to the Internet
of Drones. In this embryonic stage of the research, the contri-
bution presented herein promotes the adoption of the ICN-IoT
framework, recently conceived within the Information-Centric
Networking Research Group of the Internet Research Task Force,
as a flexible and effective communication bus for the Internet of
Drones. In addition, it extends that framework with new features,
including publish-subscribe functionalities suitable for mobile
scenarios, flexible retrieving of geo-referenced contents, data
dissemination after service discontinuity, and dynamic caching
strategy for realm-time information. To practically show the
potentials of the proposed approach, the main facets of the
extended ICN-IoT framework have been discussed through a
reference use case.

Index Terms—Internet of Drones, Information-Centric Net-
working, ICN-IoT, communication platform

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are aerial robots, gener-
ally referred to as drones, endowed with sensing, communi-
cation, processing and storage capabilities and able to interact
with the surrounding environment. For instance, they can be
employed in cement industry [1], Intelligent Transportation
Systems and smart cities [2]-[6], Internet of Things scenarios
[7], and many more. As a matter of fact, UAVs are driving
the well-known Internet of Things paradigm towards a revo-
lutionary concept namely Internet of Drones (IoD) [8].

From a technological point of view, flying drones have to
be smartly and effectively controlled [9][10], while optimizing
energy consumption [11][12]. Independently from the consid-
ered use case, each drone is in charge to accomplish a specific
mission, embracing a number of consecutive tasks, that may be
prevented by the presence of obstacles, harsh flying conditions,
or any other similar issues. Thus, every time a drone takes
off, it should continuously retrieve heterogeneous information
from the surrounding environment and processing the obtained

data through proper planning and navigation algorithms. In this
way, drones should be able to (i) safely move throughout the
area of interest, (ii) complete their task list, and (iii) optionally
fly back to the base [13].

Many works already argued that the conventional host-
centric communication paradigm of the current Internet falls in
highly mutable, data-centric, and intrinsically mobile scenarios
[14][15]. These considerations are valid for the IoD as well
[8]. At the same time, however, the Information-Centric Net-
working (ICN) was introduced ten of years ago as a concrete
answer to these requirements. Moreover, the adoption of ICN
in the IoD context has been preliminary investigated in [8],
[16], and [17]. But, the scientific literature has still enough
space for additional and standard-compliant solutions.

The contribution presented herein provides a step ahead
in the current state of the art. Specifically, it promotes the
adoption of the ICN-IoT framework, recently conceived within
the Information-Centric Networking Research Group (ICNRG)
of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) [18][19], as a
flexible and effective communication bus for the IoD. The
reference scenario envisages the presence of a drones’ swarm
that, connected to the ICN-IoT framework through wireless
communication technologies, is interested to retrieve geo-
referenced data (such as environmental parameters coming
from sensors on the roads) in an asynchronous manner. In
order to properly fulfill the main requirements of IoD appli-
cations, the baseline ICN-IoT framework has been extended
with new features, including publish-subscribe functionalities
working also in extreme mobile conditions, flexible retrieving
of geo-referenced data, content dissemination after service
discontinuity, and dynamic caching strategy for realm-time
contents. In addition, to practically show the potentials of the
proposed approach, the main facets of the extended ICN-IoT
framework have been discussed through a reference use case,
where a drone targets a specific mission plan, moves from
the take off position to the destination, retrieves information
related to harsh conditions through geo-referenced queries, and
applies corrections to its flight plan when needed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the reference scenario and the related requirements.
Section III illustrates the main features of the proposed
communication platform. Section IV practically shows its
benefit by means of a use case. Finally, Section V draws the
conclusions of the work and draws future activities.



II. REFERENCE SCENARIO AND TARGETED REQUIREMENTS

The reference scenario taken into account in this work
envisages a drone, or more in general a drones’ swarm,
involved in a mission. As depicted in Figure 1, a given flying
vehicle moves from the take off position (e.g. the point A) to
the destination (e.g. point B). The mission plan is identified by
means of successive way-points, that are w1, w2, ... w6, each
one described through its Global Positioning System (GPS)
coordinates. During the flight, the drone has to tune its position
and altitude (for instance, perform energy consumption opti-
mization, flight coordination within the swarm, or quota and
way-points update), based on the information retrieved from
sensing units, as well as from any other data source, deployed
in the surrounding environment. In this case, however, due
to the limited capabilities in its possession, the drone should
only retrieve, while flying, specific information related to
geographical areas around the trajectory of the mission plan.

In line with these premises, the present contribution sup-
poses that the drone is able to issue a set of basic queries
during the flight, through which gathering data belonging to
consecutive areas of interest along the trajectory to follow (see
Figure 1). The basic queries are used to check in advance
whether the trajectory should undergo modifications, or not.
The process is iterated until the retrieved data announce
something of interest for the flight itself.

The example in Figure 1 reports the presence of adverse
weather conditions close to the w5 way-point. In this case, the
mission plan might be changed. The drone is now interested
to learn more information about an extended geographical
area around w5. To this end, it issues an enforced query,
which considers a new area of interest that is larger than
the previous one (for instance, one order of magnitude). It is
important to note that between the two areas of interest there
is a relationship: the second area contains the first one. This is
because the aim of the query is the verification of an alternative
route that still allows to keep the flight as short as possible.
And, as expected, the total number of deviations depends on
the type and extension of the perturbation. Thanks to the new
retrieved information, a new flight route can be calculated and
the mission plan is updated accordingly. The drone can finally
reach the destination point B.

Starting from the discussed example, it is possible to under-
stand that the communication platform enabling the interaction
between drones and data sources should be properly conceived
in order to satisfy (at least) the requirements listed below.

• Geo-referenced contents. To properly support basic and
enforced queries, it is necessary to identify each single
information of interest through a data-centric approach,
where content names explicitly report geographical de-
tails of the related data source. At the same time, content
names should implicitly support atomic requests (i.e., the
retrieving of what is exposed by a specific sensor) and ag-
gregate requests (i.e., the retrieving of all the information
available within a geographical area of interest).
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Fig. 1. Big picture of a mission example, where a drone follows a planned
trajectory, learns weather conditions along the path, and updated the trajectory
accordingly.

• Asynchronous data dissemination. In general, data of
interest for the IoD can dynamically change during the
time. Therefore, the communication platform is called to
support asynchronous data dissemination by means of
sophisticated publish-subscribe mechanisms. The base-
line principle is described in what follows: the consumer
issues a subscription request for a given topic; then, every
time a new content is generated under that topic, the pro-
ducer (or, more in general, the network) delivers this new
information to all the subscribed users. In addition, it is
important to remark that in the IoD scenario, the publish-
subscribe communication technique should be properly
chosen, in order to allow mobile drones to maintain or
update their subscription requests while moving from a
network access point to another one. Dedicated solutions
for mobility are indeed required.

• Robust data delivery. Typically, a drone may experience
service interruption due to the mobility. As a conse-
quence, it may loose important updates for information
of its interest over the time. Therefore, another important
requirement to take into account is the possibility to
improve the selected publish-subscribe communication
scheme with advanced approaches able to offer seamless
support of mobile vehicles. Specifically, these solutions
are in charge of delivering content updates also after
periods of temporarily disconnection.

• Flexible usage of network resources. In scenarios with
many drones’ swarms, the core network could manage
similar requests at the same time. Therefore, in order
to not waste network resources (including processing,
bandwidth, and memory), it is preferable to rely on com-
munication primitives natively able to support multicast
functionalities. At the same time, geo-referenced contents
can be cached in intermediate router of the network, thus
being able to quickly answer to future requests for the



same contents. However, data change over time and it is
necessary to introduce advanced caching algorithm, able
to delete old versions of updated contents.

III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

As anticipated in Section I, today is widely known that
the conventional host-centric communication paradigm of the
current Internet falls in highly mutable, data-centric, and
intrinsically mobile scenarios [14][15], including the IoD one
[8]. On the contrary, the communication primitives belonging
to the Information-Centric Networking (ICN) paradigm could
be effectively used to support the peculiar requirements of
IoD applications. This idea was presented, in its preliminary
formulation, in few contributions, like [8], [16], and [17]. The
work presented herein provides a step ahead of the current
state of the art by proposing a standard-based and information-
centric solution. Specifically, it promotes the adoption of the
ICN-IoT framework, recently conceived within the ICNRG of
the IRTF [18][19], as a flexible and effective communication
bus for the IoD.

A. Required background on ICN and ICN-IoT

ICN is a consolidated communication paradigm, conceived
in the context of the Future Internet research. Among its
main features, ICN offers content routing and in-network
caching, multipath and multicast communications, in-network
content security, efficient support for mobility, and peer-to-
peer communications [14][15].

With the rapid diffusion of ICN-based solutions, the result-
ing network architecture became diversified. In this context,
Internames [20] emerged as a promising approach to use ICN
also in heterogeneous environments. Specifically, it evolves
from host-to-name principle to name-to-name principle, where
contents, services, and network entities are uniquely identified
and addressed with names, with respect to the realm which
they belong to. Indeed, any kind of interaction is based on
information-centric communication primitives.

Recently, the ICNRG working group of the IRTF, started
the standardization of information-centric architecture for the
Internet of Things (IoT), namely ICN-IoT [18]. In this case,
Internames is identified as a possibile approach to extend ICN-
IoT over broader and heterogeneous network architectures.

Starting from the guidelines reported in [18], the ICN-
IoT functionalities have been deeply explained in [19]. The
resulting architecture is depicted in Figure 2. In summary,
ICN-IoT: (i) provides a communication bus based on an
extended version of Internames, (ii) supports both request-
response and publish-subscribe communication schema, (iii)
integrates a scalable namespace, and (iv) exposes services
to end users through unified network interfaces deployed in
a middleware layer. To these ends, ICN-IoT integrates the
following logical nodes:

• Named Router (NR): border router interconnecting het-
erogeneous realms, which enables different types of net-
work interfaces. Thanks to the ICN approach, it can also
acts as a caching node;

• Name Resolution Service (NRS): main entity of Inter-
names, which handles the inter-realm routing operations;

• Internames Rendezvous Node (IRN): new entity inte-
grated in Internames, to support publish-subscribe func-
tionalities;

• Data Consumer: end user willing to retrieve contents of
interest within the ICN-IoT;

• Data Producer: entity producing data exposed by the ICN-
IoT platform.

The middleware layer exposes a set of Application Program-
ming Interfaces (APIs) for exploiting both request-response
and publish-subscribe communication schema, in a transpar-
ent way with respect to heterogeneous underlying technolo-
gies. These APIs include: ICN-IoT REQUEST, ICN-IoT AN-
NOUNCE, ICN-IoT SUBSCRIBE, ICN-IoT UNSUBSCRIBE
and ICN-IoT NOTIFY (refer to [19] for further details).
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Fig. 2. ICN-IoT design principles and network entities.

B. Adoption of ICN-IoT in the IoD context

As depicted in Figure 3, ICN-IoT represents the core of
the proposed solution. Wireless communication technologies
(such as 4G and 5G cellular networks, Long Range Wide Area
Network, WiFi) offer network connectivity between drones
and the border routers of ICN-IoT. Sensing devices and other
data sources are attached to gateway devices and connected
to ICN-IoT through wireless or wired technologies. In line
with the ICN-IoT terminology, drones act as data consumers.
Sensing devices and general data sources act as data producers.
Data consumer and data producer interact with the architecture
by means of the aforementioned high-level APIs. Then, at the
network level, all the devices (i.e., routers, gateways, network
access points and logical nodes) interact each other through
ICN-based communication primitives.

Starting from what standardized in [18] and further dis-
cussed in [19], ICN-IoT functionalities have been extended
in this contribution in several directions, as discussed below.
However, the resulting architecture still remains compliant
with the preliminary idea standardized by the ICNRG research
group.
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Fig. 3. The proposed architecture, integrating the ICN-IoT framework in the
IoD context.
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Fig. 4. The proposed realm-based, geo-reference and fine-grained namespace.

C. Namespace with explicit geographical details

The namespace leverages realm-based, geo-referenced, fine-
grained information properties.

Figure 4 reports the general structure of a content name.
Specifically, the name starts with the n2n:// tag, introduced
from the beginning by Internames. Then, the [realm ID]
refers to the conceptual organization of the network and
allows to uniquely identify contents generated in different and
heterogeneous portions of the network infrastructure. The IoD
tag remarks that the rest of the namespace is dedicated to
contents related to IoD applications and services. In line with
the approach already discussed in [21], [gps details]/GPS-ID
identifies the geographical area from which the content refers
to. In particular, a specific point of the map is identified by
specifying the rectangular area defined with the low-left corner
GPS coordinate to the upper-right one, which is referred to
as tile (see [21] for more details). Finally, the hierarchical
part is used to identify sensors and devices through specific
properties, such as the service [provider], the [type] of sensed
data and the device/sensor [id].

Concrete examples of content names are reported in Figure
5. In the proposed picture, there are four tiles of 1 km2 each.
In the first tile, identified with [gps details] = /16/41/43,
there is a CO2 sensor. In the second tile, identified with
[gps details] = /16/41/52, there is a temperature sensor. In the
third tile, identified with [gps details] = /16/41/53, there are
three different types of sensor. In the fourth tile, identified with
[gps details] = /16/41/42, there are two humidity sensors, the
first belonging to provider pv1 and the second belonging to
provider pv2. Indeed, available contents can be retrieved by
means of the following names (only two reference examples
are reported for the lack of space):

• n2n://[apulia net]/IoD/16/41/42/GPS-ID/pv1/hmd1,
which identifies the humidity sensor belonging to the

provider pv1 in the fourth tile;
• n2n://[apulia net]/IoD//16/41/53/GPS-ID, which identi-

fies the whole set of sensor/devices located in the third
tile.
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Fig. 5. Examples of information-centric and geo-referenced names used in
the proposed architecture.

D. The publish-subscribe approach

With both basic and enforced queries, drones can retrieve
information related to a group of tiles. Specifically, the basic
query refers to contents related to the four tiles that wrap one
of the way points. According to the size of the tiles, this brings
to have information about a geographical area of 4 km2. The
enforced query, instead, allows to gather contents by enlarging
the area covered by the basic query through a scale factor.
For instance, considering the square wrapped around the initial
four tiles, the new area is composed by 16 tiles, which implies
a scale factor of 4.

Now, in order to efficiently retrieve real-time contents, each
query is mapped to a subscription request. It is important to
highlight that the work presented in [19] does not explicitly
consider mobile conditions. Therefore, the baseline publish-
subscribe approach integrated within the ICN-IoT framework
should be extended for addressing also the mobility of data
consumers (i.e., the UAVs).

In line with the study discussed in [22], publish-subscribe
mechanisms for mobile environments can rely on pull-based
and push-based approaches. In this work, the pull-based ap-
proach has been taken into account. It, in fact, guarantees
the lowest communication overhead, with respect to the push-
based approach [22]. The resulting mechanism implements the
following operations:

• at the beginning, the drone issues an initial window of
S subscriptions, directly sent to the reference IRN node.
Each subscription refers to a specific tile;

• the drone assigns a timeout to each pending request. As
soon as the timeout expires, pending subscription requests
are sent again to the reference IRN node;



• the window of S subscriptions is updated during the time,
as the drone moves along the trajectory.

• when the drone changes the network access point, the
latest unsatisfied S requests are released again to the IRN.

Note that the enhanced publish-subscribe presented in this
Section guarantees the reception of important updates, even
in the cases the drone experiences temporary disconnections
at the network layer. A possible critical scenario is depicted
in Figure 6. As explained before, the drone joins the platform
and subscribes for a certain content through AP 1 (see step 1).
An information of interest is published (see step 2). Therefore,
the reference IRN node attempts to notify the drone (see step
3). From that moment on, the IRN initializes a timeout, during
which expecting an acknowledgment from the drone. At the
same time, the drone incurs in service disconnection, which
causes the lost of the notification (in step 4 is described as
no acknowledgment is received by the end of the timeout).
When the drone establishes a new connection with AP 2, it
sent again the subscription request to the reference IRN node
(see step 5). The IRN immediately issues a new notification
to the drone, thus enabling it to retrieve the updates generated
in the past (see step 6).

AP1 AP2

IRN

2. Publication of a new content

1. Subscription

4. No ACK received, 
Timeout expired

3. Notification

6. New notification

5. New subscription

Fig. 6. Detailed description of the publish-subscribe functionalities designed
for ensuring a robust data delivery, even after temporary disconnections at the
network layer.

E. Dynamic caching mechanism for real-time contents

In-network caching is one the leading features of ICN.
Contents that are previously requested can be made available
at certain border routers, resulting in low latency and less
bandwidth usage. Nevertheless, due to the real time and data
generation constraints, resources must be properly cached in an
opportunistic way. Specifically, depending on the publication
rate of data sources, cached contents can become stale after a
short period of time. The more frequent the updates, the less
cache will maintain information stored. As a consequence,
in-network caching strategy result to be more effective for
data with lower variability over time. At the same time,
subscriptions from end users are constantly updated, and
related data must be returned updated from cache, accordingly.

By exploiting the ICN-IoT functionalities, border routers
can manage their cached data though the publish-subscribe

process itself. As shown in Figure 7, the border router issues
a subscription for a given cached content. Then, as soon as a
new notification for a particular content is released, the border
router will be notified. In this way, it recognizes that it is
needed to delete the old version of data, previously cached.
This mechanism guarantees that local copies of data, if stored
by router, are always updated.

AP IRN

1. Subscription

NR

2. Data delivery to drone

Content is cached

3. Notification

Delete content from cache

Fig. 7. Caching management

IV. MISSION EXAMPLE

Figure 8 provides a mission example and explains interac-
tion between drones and the ICN-IoT framework.

A drone in the netDrone realm is interested to subscribe
for weather data near the way point with GPS coordinates
(16.4, 41.2) and exposed in the netWeather realm. At the first
stage, the drone issues four subscription requests, related to
the considered way points. The ICN-IoT SUBSCRIBE API
is used to this purpose. For the sake of simplicity, only
one subscription request is reported in Figure 8. Then, a
new version of data is announced in the netWeather realm
to the IRN, by means of the ICN-IoT ANNOUNCE API.
The IRN attempts to notify the drone for the new available
data, using the ICN-IoT NOTIFY API, also handling possible
disconnection and switching of the access point. To this aim,
it starts a timeout during which it verifies that the notification
is properly received by the subscribed drone, expecting an
acknowledgement. Since the drone experienced a service dis-
connection, the notification and the related acknowledgement
are lost after a timeout expiration. However, the IRN recordes
that the acknowledgement has not been received and, when
the drone establishes a new connection, the notification is
sent again. As soon as the drone successfully received the
notification and sent the acknowledgement, the information of
interest is retrieved through the ICN-IoT REQUEST API. As
expected, the requested data is cached within the intermediate
router and properly deleted in the future, when an updated
version of the content will be available.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The present contribution proposes a standard-compliant and
information-centric communication bus for emerging Internet
of Drones applications, based on the ICN-IoT framework.
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Fig. 8. Sequence diagram of presented mission example.

Furthermore, starting from the analysis of the requirements
characterizing the highly mutable, data-centric, and intrinsi-
cally mobile scenarios of interest, the ICN-IoT framework
has been properly extended with new features, including
enhanced publish-subscribe schema, flexible retrieving of geo-
referenced data, data dissemination after service discontinuity,
and dynamic caching strategy for realm-time contents. All the
aspects discussed in this contribution will be implemented in
in real testbeds and evaluated through massive experimental
campaigns. In addition, decision policy algorithms for path
correction, custom routing protocols and specific Quality of
Service criteria will be investigated in future steps of the
research.
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